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You’ve heard about the book, you’ve read what the world’s top composers think of it, 

now it’s time to find out what the press are saying about Elaine Gould’s  
ground-breaking Behind Bars.

…what she has to say in Behind Bars transcends 
the book’s first appearance as a manual of 
notational best practice. Under the surface of its 
guide to producing the best and clearest scores... 
this book expounds an alchemical formula for 
musical communication. Gould’s book shows 
composers how to ensure that the magical 
transfer of musical ideas from their imaginations 
to their scores, from their performers to their 
audiences, is as seamless as possible. Behind Bars 
is a practical revelation of the poetics of musical 
communication.

Guardian (Tom Service), January 2011

Gould’s book, much anticipated 
(it was 15 years in the writing) is 
the result of elaborate and careful 
reflection; it is the work of an 
expert and highly informed mind, 
and her views must be taken 
extremely seriously. 

Performances of modern 
works are rare; how many 
more performances would such 
works be getting if the piano 
reductions were done properly 
and the chorus parts edited 
professionally? Gould’s advice on 
this area is wholly expert.

‘Elaine Gould’s Behind Bars is a  
triumph, undoubtedly the  
masterpiece of its genre…’

Elaine Gould’s Behind Bars is a triumph, 
undoubtedly the masterpiece of its genre, and 
destined so to remain for a very long time. None 
of its predecessors come close to equalling its 
expertise, concision, clarity and practicality. 
Here we have decades of high-level experience 
crammed into a single portable book.

Tempo (Julian Anderson), July 2011

If you are a composer or a copyist, you cannot 
live without this book. If you are a conductor, it 
is equally enlightening and indispensable. Simon 
Rattle thinks it ought to be Holy Writ for every 
baton wielder.

Artsjournal.com (Norman Lebrecht), January 2011 

After more than 20 years in the business Gould 
has seen (and heard) it all and Behind Bars is an 
encyclopaedic distillation of practical professional 
wisdom, fully justifying its bold subtitle “The 
Definitive Guide to Music Notation.” 

Gramophone Magazine (Arnold Whittall),  
February 2011

In sheer practical terms, this 
book’s authority is unarguable… 
[but] this book offers something 
more than utility. As you turn 
the pages, the tiny practical 
details compose themselves into 
something majestic. Notation, like 
language, embodies a ‘wisdom 
of the ages.’ It is a mysterious 
compound of practical 
usefulness, logical consistency 
and odd conventions, which 
can embrace many innovations 
without losing its essence. The 
fact that this quality emerges 
so vividly is a tribute to the author. It is truly a 
mighty labour Gould has accomplished...

BBC Music Magazine (Ivan Hewett), March 2011

If books, like hotels, had a star-rating system 
then this book would be off the top of the scale! 
Among technical references books it’s a colossus. 
It’s a book for composers, arrangers, copyists, 
typesetters, and anyone who interacts in any way 
with music notation. If you want to know how to 
write clearly and unambiguously, this book will 
tell you.

Music Teacher (Paul Harris), April 2011
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At this late – and problematic – moment in the 
long history of music notation, a remarkable 
book has appeared. Behind Bars, by Elaine 
Gould, may have a jokey title, but its contents 
are magisterial and its publication is an 
important event.

‘its contents are magisterial and  
its publication is an  

important event.’
The best way of introducing it is to compare 

it to Hart’s Rules (“for Compositors and Readers 
at the University Press Oxford”) and it stands 
up well to the comparison. What the venerable 
Hart’s Rules does for the literary publishing 
and printing world of words, Behind Bars sets 
out to do – and succeeds in doing – for the 
musical one... It shares the same kind of benign 
authority, and much of its beguiling charm. 
Like Hart’s it could become cult reading of 
enthusiasts who do not directly need it for their 
work.

It is copyists and editors who make the 
musical world work. They are so much more 
than the professor’s foot soldiers, as they are 
often counsellors, advisers and friends of those 
who create the music that passes through their 
hands. They will find in Behind Bars a judicious 
and all-embracing exposition in the finest detail 
of the right and wrong way to do their job... 
Nor does the prescriptive edge over into the 
negatively dogmatic.

...we have in this book a plea for the survival 
of musical literacy. That this long-lived, still-
evolving art and craft demands an exemplary 
order of dedication is made clear by Elaine 
Gould.

Times Literary Supplement (Hugh Wood), March 
2011

Elaine Gould’s new book from Faber Music, 
Behind Bars: The Definitive Guide to Music Notation 
could not be more timely. Nor more useful, 
authoritative, meticulously researched and 
produced and more approachable. Given the 
subject, that’s a huge achievement. And given 
the way the book’s been written and produced, 
that achievement is as close to the last word on 
the subject for a generation; as such it cannot be 
recommended too highly.

What’s also remarkable about the book, in 
addition to its superlative clarity, is the way 
it manages to cater for someone with less 
experience than (and different needs from) 
the specialist; and yet at the same time cater 
admirably for the specialist as well.

‘Elaine Gould’s new book… could 
not be more timely. Nor more  

useful, authoritative, meticulously 
researched and produced and more 

approachable.’ 
...the layout of Behind Bars has been so 

superbly planned, the index is so thorough 
and the sequence so expertly conceived, that 
searching out and absorbing isolated explanations 
is made easy. At the same time, the logic of 
Gould’s coverage of each topic – at least groups of 
topics – is enhanced by the narrative nature of the 
book.

It really is one of those books that any 
musician who uses notation can now not afford to 
be without.

Classical.net (Mark Sealey), June 2011

As a single volume, written by one person, it is 
a remarkable achievement and should be on the 
bookshelf of any musician.

Classical Music Magazine (Jonathan Wikeley),   
August  2011 
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About the book

Musicians deserve the very best that the language of notation can provide, and the most elegant 
layout that can be achieved; in this way they will be free to give of their best in a performance. 
Behind Bars aims to provide the tools for this purpose.

Elaine Gould

Elaine Gould has been Senior New Music Editor at Faber Music since 1987, in 
which capacity she has edited the complex and varied scores of such composers 
as Oliver Knussen, Jonathan Harvey, George Benjamin, Colin Matthews, Julian 
Anderson and Thomas Adès. Before this she was a free-lance copyist, specializing 
in copying contemporary music for several leading British music publishers. She 
is among the most highly respected music editors currently working in the field.

• The most comprehensive authority on  
 musical notation

• Provides a complete grounding in   
 notational principles

• Handled logically and progressively,  
 from the elementary to the complex

• Provides valuable support for those using   
 computer note-setting software

• Comprehensive sections on  
 electro-acoustic music and microtones

• Supported by 1,500 music examples,   
 including extracts of works from Bach to   
 Xenakis

UK/EUROPE
Behind Bars is available to order at your local music 
shop, or from www.fabermusicstore.com

Retail price:        £65 (UK) / €75 (Europe)

A special student price of £45 (UK) / €55 (Europe)  
(direct sale only, price incl P&P) is available to 
students studying and living in the UK or Europe 
(proof of student status will be required).* 
Please call +44 (0)1279 828982  
or email sales@fabermusic.com

ISBN: 0-571-51456-1
EAN13: 9780571514564

*Offer runs till 31 March 2012. Students outside this territory 
may be entitled to a special discount: prices on application to 
sales@fabermusic.com (proof of student status required). 

USA
Behind Bars is distributed by Alfred Music 
Publishing and can be ordered directly from your 
local music store or from www.alfred.com. 

Retail price:        US $99.99

AUSTRALIA | NEW ZEALAND
Behind Bars is distributed by Alfred Music 
Publishing and can be ordered directly from your 
local music store, www.musicroom.com.au or 
contact sales@alfredpub.com.au  

Retail price: AUS $99.95

Pricing




